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My full name is Nadine Axisa; I'm a Master of Science in environment and
management that is the course that I do. I chose to study online because at the time
that I wanted to follow up my studies that is follow up the Master’s degree I was
working full time for about three years. So I needed something which would be
firstly, on a part time basis and secondly, the course that I wanted to follow up was
not available back then at home.
The best things about my course actually because my first degree is in physics and
maths, so I wanted something in environment and management which was available
at very few universities and Derby was one of them. The modules were science
based, like mass pollution and air pollution, rotation pollution control; I was looking
for this kind of thing and it was available here.
I have spent one week here because I came for a block module here. It was a very
enjoyable time and it was great to meet people that I usually see on emails or hear
from recordings or podcasts so it was nice to meet them here. But both by email and
phone I was always able to get through and the response was quite quick.
We also had a very good site visit; we went to Tharman treatment facility and Stoke
on Trent and it was, we also had an assignment following that site visit so there was
also time to interact with other people doing jobs related to our course, it was very
interesting.
The experience regarding studying here at Derby was very pleasant, I would
recommend it to other students who want to study online via distance learning to
search for courses here at Derby and to me it was a learning experience and very,
very beneficial to me and my work.
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